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Kyo finally makes the decision to stop running from his fears and confront his birth father. But how

will he react to his father's pressure to accept an unwanted truth?
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12 year old loves this whole series. I can not say what it is all about. You have to read it from the

back to front (you'll see) takes a little time to adjust

Great drawings like this author. Story is sad, sweet, and at times funny. The whole series about

support and loyalty of friendship and family. But mostly I think it is about acceptance - real

acceptance of who the characters are and will become. I only have 2 manga collections because

this isn't my choice for reading but i like this one 'Fruit Baskets' and 'Story of Saiunkoku' manga. I

bought these because reading online isn't my preference and I like the art work it is different for me

but I understand common for the genre of MANGA.
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Volume 20!Of all mangas/animes, I feel that Fruits Basket has recieved the biggest production and

purchase rates around the world. The storyline is complex and definitely twists in unexpected ways.

There is a peculiar cast of characters within these pages, where each member of the Sohma family

represents an animal in the Chinese Zodiac. Living among the Sohmas is a young and kindhearted

girl named Tohru Honda, who is simply adorable and responsible for herself and others. She has

discovered the Sohma family's "curse" and is trusted to not let anyone else know. Tohru, being

herself, keeps her promise (as of volume 20, anyway) and doesn't share anything about this secret

with anyone else.I'm not a manga fan at all, but I currently own all 20 volumes of this series, and

absolutely love each and every panel of every page. I also think the book provides life lessons to

younger readers, but still maintains a level of maturity for the older readers to get into.These

mangas were introduced to me from a friend, and I'm 100% pleased she forced me to read the first

volume. Since that day, I haven't put down the books until I ran out of pages, only to wait for the

following volume to be released. If you're a hardcore manga fan, buy and read this. If you know

someone who is in manga/anime books, I suggest this as a gift. Before you know it, you'll be buying

the other 20 volumes, too! =D

My kid loves this series!

Love it!!!

loved it
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